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Double-logarithmic two-loop self-energy corrections to the Lamb shift
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Self-energy corrections involving logarithms of the parameterZa can often be derived within a simplified
approach, avoiding calculational difficulties typical of the problematic nonlogarithmic corrections~as custom-
ary in bound-state quantum electrodynamics, we denote byZ the nuclear charge number, and bya the
fine-structure constant!. For some logarithmic corrections, it is sufficient to consider internal properties of the
electron characterized by form factors. We provide a detailed derivation of related self-energy ‘‘potentials’’ that
give rise to the logarithmic corrections; these potentials are local in coordinate space. We focus on the
double-logarithmic two-loop coefficientB62 for P states and states with higher angular momenta in hydrogen-
like systems. We complement the discussion by a systematic derivation ofB62 based on nonrelativistic quan-
tum electrodynamics. In particular, we find that an additional double logarithm generated by the loop-after-loop
diagram cancels when the entire gauge-invariant set of two-loop self-energy diagrams is considered. This
double logarithm is not contained in the effective-potential approach.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.66.022114 PACS number~s!: 12.20.Ds, 31.15.2p, 31.30.Jv

I. INTRODUCTION

Lamb-shift measurements and related theoretical calcula-
tions for bound atomic systems with increasing accuracy
have historically provided accurate tests of quantum electro-
dynamics~QED!, and the measurements have recently been
improved in accuracy beyond previous limits@1–3#. In order
to account for a theoretical description, corrections of vari-
ous physical origin~one-loop self-energy and vacuum polar-
ization, two-loop, and higher-order radiative, recoil,
radiative-recoil, nuclear-size corrections! have to be evalu-
ated@4#.

Here, we focus on logarithmic self-energy corrections that
are evaluated within theZa expansion@5#. Within the ana-
lytic treatment, self-energy radiative corrections can be taken
into account by means of a nonanalytic expansions in powers
of the fine-structure constanta, the product ofZa, and the
logarithm ln@(Za)22# (Z is the nuclear charge number!. The
expansion in powers ofa corresponds to the loop expansion
in the framework of the usual perturbative treatment for
QED. The higher-order terms in powers ofZa and
ln@(Za)22# are related to atomic-physics effects; they are re-
ferred to as the ‘‘binding corrections.’’

The purpose of this investigation is twofold: first, to illus-
trate how Lamb-shift ‘‘potentials’’ that give rise to the loga-
rithmic corrections can be derived within the context of
bound-state QED, and second, to provide a rigorous and de-
tailed derivation of theB62 double-logarithmic two-loop self-
energy coefficient forP states and states with higher angular
momenta based on nonrelativistic quantum electrodynamics
~NRQED!. The P-state coefficientB62 has already appeared
in the literature@6#; however, the derivation has been rather
sketchy.

II. MODIFIED DIRAC HAMILTONIAN, ONE-LOOP
CORRECTIONS AND A41

It has been observed by many authors~e.g.,@7–9#! that a
rather important class of self-energy radiative effects for

bound states can be described by a modified Dirac Hamil-
tonian (\5c5e051),

HD
(m)5a•@p2eF1~D!A#1bm1eF1~D!f

1F2~D!
e

2m
~ i g•E2bs•B!, ~1!

which approximately describes an electron subject to an ex-
ternal scalar potentialf[f(r ) and an external vector poten-
tial A[A(r) ~the vector potential vanishes for a point
nucleus that gives rise to a static Coulomb potential; we may
neglect the nuclear magnetic field and the hyperfine struc-
ture!. We have

ef~r !5e A0~r !52
Za

r
~2!

in coordinate space, which corresponds tof(q2)5
24pZa/q2 in momentum space. In this paper, following the
commonly accepted convention, the functionf(r ) and its
Fourier transformf(q2) are denoted by the same symbolf.
We avoid possible ambiguities by denoting withr and r the
arguments in coordinate space and withq or p those in mo-
mentum space. The argumentD[(]/]r)2 of the electron
form factorF1 in Eq. ~1! is to be interpreted as a Laplacian
operator acting on all quantities to the right, but not on the
wave function of the bound electronc(r).

Equation ~1! entails a replacement of the binding Cou-
lomb potential as

ef~r!→eF1~D!f~r!

and leads to a correction to the Coulomb potentialDVC(r )
according to

DVC~r !5@F1~D!21#S 2
Za

r D ~3!
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in coordinate space, and

DVC~q2!5@F1~2q2!21#S 2
4pZa

q2 D ~4!

in momentum space. In first-order perturbation theory, this gives rise to the following perturbative correction that we write
down in coordinate and momentum space:

DE15^cuDVC~r !uc&5^cu@F1~D!21#efuc&5E d3rc1~r!F @F1~D!21#S 2Za

r D Gc~r!

5E d3p

~2p!3E d3p8

~2p!3
c1~p8!F @F1~2q2!21#S 24pZa

q2 D Gc~p!, ~5!

with q5p82p. An expansion of the electron form factorF1
in terms of its argument gives rise to higher-order terms in
the Za expansion, because the atomic momentum is of the
order of Za in natural units. Therefore, within theZa ex-
pansion, it is admissible to expand both the bound-state
Dirac wave functionsc in powers ofZa ~the leading-order
term is then the Schro¨dinger wave function!, as well as the
electron form factor in Eq.~5! in powers of its argument.

The one-loop (1L) self-energy ~SE! correction for S
states within theZa expansion reads

DESE
(1L)5S a

p D ~Za!4
m

n3
~A41ln@~Za!22#1A401R!, ~6!

where the remainderR vanishes asZa→0, m is the electron
mass, andn is the principal quantum number.

As indicated in Eq.~5!, the form factorF1(D) in momen-
tum space assumes arguments according to the replacement
D→2q2[2(p82p)2 in momentum space. With the con-
vention q25qmqm5(q0)22q2, the evaluation of the radia-
tive corrections to the binding Coulomb field is mediated by
spacelike virtual photons (q050), and the momentum trans-
fer can be written as:q252q2[t ~this is consistent with the
conventions employed in Refs.@10,11#!.

The form factorF1(t) can be expanded in powers ofa,
which corresponds to the loop expansion. According to Eqs.
~1.2! and ~1.20! of Ref. @10#, we have up to two-loop order

F1~ t !511S a

p DF1
(2)~ t !1S a

p D 2

F1
(4)~ t !1O~a3! ~7!

with

F1
(2)~ t !5B~ t !ln

l

m
1F 1

(2)~ t !, ~8!

F1
(4)~ t !5

1

2
B2~ t !ln2 S l

mD1S ln
l

mDB~ t !F 1
(2)~ t !1F 1

(4)~ t !,

~9!

where theF are infrared finite~i.e., finite in the limit l
→0), and the definition of the functionB(t) @see Eq.~1.18a!
of Ref. @10## reads as follows:

B~ t !52F11
t22m2

t~124m2/t !1/2
ln

~124m2/t !1/221

~124m2/t !1/211
G

52
t

3m2
1O~ t2!. ~10!

In Eq. ~8!, l denotes the fictitious photon mass. How should
the problem of the infrared divergence of the form factors be
interpreted in the context of bound-state QED? The free elec-
tron can emit an infinite number of infrared photons, because
it may undergo transitions between free states with infinitesi-
mal energy differences. However, this is not the case for a
bound electron that has a discrete bound-state spectrum; en-
ergy levels are separated from each other by intervals of the
order of (Za)2m ~the energy-level differences are deter-
mined by Schro¨dinger theory!. This leads to an infrared cut-
off in bound-state QED of the order ofl'(Za)2m. There-
fore, we may replacel→(Za)2m for the determination of
leading logarithms of the Lamb shift. At some risk to over-
simplification, one may therefore argue that the infrared ca-
tastrophe is avoided in a natural way for bound states. For
the description of bound states, we have ln(l/m)'
2ln@(Za)22# within logarithmic accuracy, i.e., neglecting
nonlogarithmic contributions that are given, e.g., byA40 co-
efficients@see Eq.~6!#.

The focus of the current paper is on double-logarithmic
corrections that are present from the first term on the right-
hand side of Eq.~9!. Note that single-logarithmic two-loop
corrections are not being considered in this paper. Correc-
tions of this latter type are generated, for example, by the
secondterm on the right-hand side of Eq.~9!.

At this point, it may be helpful to point out that the cutoff
of the infrared divergence of QED at the ‘‘bound-state pho-
ton mass’’l→(Za)2m is consistent with the matching pro-
cedure that involves an explicit infrared cutoffe which can
be interpreted as an infrared cutoff for the bremsstrahlung
spectrum@7,9,12#. The procedure is described in some detail
in Eqs.~32!–~34! of Ref. @9#. This matching procedure offers
an alternative interpretation for the infrared catastrophe: the
infrared divergence crucially relies on transitions between
asymptotically free electron states. Any infinitesimally small
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additional interaction of the electrons within that interferes
with the emission of bremsstrahlung will avoid the infrared
catastrophe and provide an infrared cutoff whose order of
magnitude is determined by the energy scale of the addi-
tional external field.

In combining the result~8! with the expansion ofB(t) in
powers oft, we reproduce the well-known expression

F1
(2)~ t !52

t

3m2 F ln
l

m
1

1

8G1O~ t2!. ~11!

Together with the definition of the modified Coulomb poten-
tial in Eq. ~4! and the bound-state ‘‘infrared-cutoff prescrip-
tion’’ l→(Za)2m, this leads to the following 1L self-energy
potential:

DVC
(1L)~q2!5

a

p F2
2q2

3m2
$2 ln@~Za!22#%G S 2

4pZa

q2 D 5
4a

3m2
~Za!ln@~Za!22# ~12!

in momentum space; this translates into a potential

DVC
(1L)~r !5

4a

3p
~Za!ln@~Za!22#

d (3)~r!

m2
~13!

in coordinate space. This potential can also be found as Eq.
~2! of Ref. @13#, given there without derivation. The first-
order one-loop perturbation, evaluated according to Eq.~5!,
reads

DE1
(1L)5^cuDVC

(1L)~r !uc&5
4a

3p
~Za!4

m

n3
ln@~Za!22#d l0 .

~14!

This correction is nonvanishing only forSstates (l 50), and
it reproduces the leading logarithmicA41 coefficient as given
in Eq. ~6!. It may be interesting to point out that sinceuc(r
50)u25(Za)3(mr

3/p)d l0, wheremr is the reduced mass of
the system, the correction~14! also has the correct reduced-
mass dependence~this is of relevance for systems such as
positronium and pionium!. In the limit of a large nuclear
mass, we have of coursem5mr .

Note that the potential~13! is local in coordinate space. In
contrast, the nonrelativistic~NR! one-loop self-energy opera-
tor ~as well as its relativistic counterpart that assumes a
slightly more complicated form! may be expressed in the
length-gauge form as@cf. Eq. ~29! of Ref. @14#!#,

SNR
(1L)~r,r8!52

2a

3pE0

e

dvv3r8K r8U 1

H2E1v UrL r,

~15!

wheree is the upper cutoff for the photon energy originally
introduced in Ref.@12#. The self-energy operator~15! in-
volves two spatial coordinates. The locality of the potential
~13! expresses the fact that the high-energy virtual photons
that mediate the form-factor corrections in Eq.~1! act on a
relativistic length scale given by the Compton wavelength of
the electron, which is smaller by one order ofZa than the
atomic length scale given by the Bohr radius.

III. EFFECTIVE LOCAL POTENTIAL FOR TWO-LOOP
CORRECTIONS AND B62

In combining the result~9! with the expansion ofB(t) in
powers oft @see Eq.~10!# and the modified Coulomb poten-
tial in Eq. ~4!, and using the bound-state ‘‘infrared-cutoff
prescription’’l→(Za)2m, we obtain the following two-loop
(2L) self-energy potential:

DVC
(2L)~q2!5S a

p D 2 1

2 S q2

3m2D 2

ln2@~Za!22#S 2
4pZa

q2 D
5S a

p D 2 1

18
ln2@~Za!22#

4pZa

m4
~2q2!. ~16!

This correction has previously appeared as Eq.~3! of Ref.
@6#, without a detailed derivation. After Fourier transforma-
tion, we have

DVC
(2L)~r !5

2

9 S a

p D 2

ln2@~Za!22#
pDd (3)~r!

m4
, ~17!

which is a highly singular potential in coordinate space. Its
expectation value onSstates diverges, giving rise to a further
logarithm, and we will not discuss here the associated prob-
lems, which have recently attracted remarkable attention
@15–22#.

The first-order perturbation, evaluated according to Eq.
~5!, reads

DE1
(2L)5S a

p D 22

9

pZa

m4
ln2@~Za!22#D@ ufn,l 51,m~r!u2#U

r50

.

~18!

In Eq. ~18!, the Laplacian operator acts on a Schro¨dingerP
wave function. The following analytic result (mr5m):
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D@ ufn,l 51,m~r!u2#ur505
2

3p
@~Za!5m5#

n221

n5
, ~19!

where n is the principal quantum number, has previously
appeared in the literature~e.g.,@6,8#!. Within the current in-
vestigation, we would like to present a complete derivation
of the analytic expression for this matrix element in Appen-
dix A. Finally, we rewrite the energy correction in the form

DE1
(2L)5S a

p D 2~Za!6m

n3
ln2@~Za!22#

4

27

n221

n2
. ~20!

This double-logarithmic correction originates solely from the
two-loopF1 form factor of the electron. This corresponds to
the diagrams in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. To complete the gauge-
invariant set, the loop-after-loop diagram in Fig. 1~c! should
also be taken into consideration.

The diagram in Fig. 1~c! gives rise to a ‘‘second-order
perturbation’’ involving to one-loop self energies as first-
order perturbations~the ‘‘irreducible part’’ of the diagram!,
supplemented by a further term involving the derivative of
the bound electron’s Green function~the ‘‘reducible part’’!.
The correction is known to read~see e.g.,@23#!

^c̄uSR
(1L)~E!S (

c8Þc

uc8&^c̄8u

E2Ec8
D SR

(1L)~E!uc&

1^c̄uSR
(1L)~E!uc&^c̄u

d

dE
S (1L)~E!uc, ~21!

whereSR
(1L)(E) is the renormalized relativistic one-loop self-

energy operator, andE is the energy of the electron in the
state uc&. Within the effective-potential approach, the one-
loop potential~13! describes the two one-loop self-energy
insertions in the first term of Eq.~21!. The potential~13!

involves a Diracd function in coordinate space that vanishes
on P states, and consequently it can be argued that no further
double-logarithmic corrections originate from this term~but
see the discussion in Secs. IV and V!.

The second term in Eq.~21!, which involves the deriva-
tive of the self-energy operator with respect to its argument
@see also Eq.~2.6! of Ref. @12# or Eq. ~2! of Ref. @6## and
constitutes the reducible part of the diagram in Fig. 1~c!,
does not give rise to any further double logarithm, either. The
first factor^c̄uSR

(1L)(E)uc& does not create any logarithm for
P states in the order ofa(Za)4. The second factor, which
contains the derivative of the self-energy operator, is not
separately gauge invariant, and consequently, there exists no
‘‘effective potential’’ that could be inserted for this term.
This is in itself a rather unsatisfactory situation for the
effective-potential approach. However, it is possible to ana-
lyze the logarithm that is generated by the nonrelativistic
photon integration region in this term. Consider the nonrela-
tivistic ‘‘velocity-gauge’’ form of Eq. ~15! and differentiate
with respect to the energy,

K c̄U d

dE
S (1L)~E!Uc L

NR

52
2a

3pE0

e

dvv K fU p

m S 1

H2E1v D 2 p

mUf L ,

~22!

wheref is the nonrelativistic~Schrödinger! wave function.
There is only asingle logarithm ln@e/(Za)2m# generated in
the integration regionvP@(Za)2m,e# which may be ex-
tracted by replacing 1/(H2E1v)→1/v. The logarithmic
term is proportional to the matrix element^fu(p2/m2)uf&,
which is finite onP states. Consequently, no further double
logarithms arise from the second term of Eq.~21!.

The two-loop effect forP states is usually characterized
by the following semianalytic expansion in powers ofZa
@cf. Eq. ~6!#:

DESE
(2L)5S a

p D 2

~Za!4
m

n3
$B401~Za!2@B62ln

2~Za!22

1B61ln~Za!221B601R#%, ~23!

whereR vanishes asZa→0. Using Eq.~20!, one can im-
mediately read off the two-loop double-logarithmic spin-
independent coefficient

B62~n,l 51!5
4

27

n221

n2
. ~24!

We confirm the result obtained for this correction in Ref.@6#.

IV. DOUBLE LOGARITHMS AND THE LOOP-AFTER-
LOOP DIAGRAM

In the preceding section, we have seen thatwithin the
effective-potential approach, no double logarithm originates

FIG. 1. The crossed~a!, rainbow ~b!, and the loop-after-loop
diagram ~c! which contribute to the two-loop self-energy for a
bound electron. The propagator of the bound electron is denoted by
a double line.
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in the order (Za)6 from the loop-after-loop diagram in Fig.
1~c!. This is because, within this approach, we insert the
d-like local potential~13! for the two one-loop self-energies
in the first term of Eq.~21!.

However, if we consider the diagram in Fig. 1~c! within
the Coulomb gauge and formulate the contribution due to
low-energy virtual photons, then we obtain for the irreduc-
ible part the expression

DELAL 52 K fn,1,mUSNR
(1L)S 1

H2ED 8
SNR

(1L)Ufn,1,mL , ~25!

where the nonrelativistic self-energy operator is given by Eq.
~15!, andfn,1,m is the Schro¨dingerP wave function@see also
Eq. ~A1!#, the prime denotes the reduced Green function, and
E is the energy of thenP state~‘‘LAL’’ is loop-after-loop !.
The double-logarithmic termDELAL

2 log originating from Eq.
~25! reads

DELAL
2 log52

4

9 S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2m
G K fn,1,mU p

m
~H2E!

p

m S 1

H2ED 8 p

m
~H2E!

p

mUfn,1,mL . ~26!

In order to obtain this result, the denominator of the Green functionH2E1v has been expanded in powers ofH2E within
the integration regionvP@(Za)2m,e#. Using the commutator relation

ABA5
1

2
~†A,@B,A#‡1A2B1BA2! ~27!

with A5p/m andB5H2E, the matrix element can be rewritten in a much simpler fashion, and the double-logarithmic term
becomes

DELAL
2log52

1

9 S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2m
G 1

m4
^fn,1,mup2~H2E!p2ufn,1,m&. ~28!

We have

^fn,1,mup2~H2E!p2ufn,1,m&5
~Za!6m5

n3 S 4

5
2

8

15n2D . ~29!

Note that forS states, the above matrix element is divergent, and a regularization of the matrix element gives rise to an
additional~triple! logarithmB63. With the natural ultraviolet cutoffe'm for nonrelativistic QED, we obtain from Eqs.~28!
and ~29! the following double-logarithmic contribution:

DELAL
2log~n,l 51!52S a

p D 2 ~Za!6m

n3
ln2@~Za!22#S 4

45
2

8

135n2D . ~30!

Note that the presence of an additional double-logarithmic
term originating from the loop-after-loop diagram in Fig.
1~c! in the Coulomb gauge does not imply that the result
given in Eq. ~24! for the total value ofB62 is necessarily
incomplete, but it means that additional double logarithms
have to expected if, e.g., this diagram is treated numerically,
and numerical and analytic results are compared. ForS
states, an additional contribution to the triple logarithmB63

originating from the loop-after-loop diagram was found in

Refs.@15,18,19#, but the result originally obtained in@6# for
the total value ofB63 was confirmed in Refs.@17,22#. In the
following section, we will derive the result~24! by an inde-
pendent calculation which includes the entire gauge-
invariant set of the diagrams in Fig. 1 in a rigorous way.

V. DERIVATION BASED ON NRQED

We start from the expression@see Eq.~16! of Ref. @22##,
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DENRQED52S 2a

3pm2D E0

e1
dv1v1E

0

e2
dv2v2H K pi

1

H2E1v1
pj

1

H2E1v11v2
pi

1

H2E1v2
pj L

1
1

2 K pi
1

H2E1v1
pj

1

H2E1v11v2
pj

1

H2E1v2
pi L

1
1

2 K pi
1

H2E1v2
pj

1

H2E1v11v2
pj

1

H2E1v1
pi L 1 K pi

1

H2E1v1
pi S 1

H2ED 8
pj

1

H2E1v2
pi L

2
1

2 K pi
1

H2E1v1
pi L K pj S 1

H2E1v2
D 2

pi L 2
1

2 K pi
1

H2E1v2
pi L K pj S 1

H2E1v1
D 2

pi L
2mK pi

1

H2E1v1

1

H2E1v2
pi L 2

m

v11v2
K pi

1

H2E1v2
pi L 2

m

v11v2
K pi

1

H2E1v1
pi L J . ~31!

All of the matrix elements are evaluated on the reference
stateuf&, which can be taken as the Schro¨dinger wave func-
tion.

Within thee method@9,12,24#, we extract those divergent
contributions from Eq.~31! that involve double logarithms
a2(Za)6ln2@e/(Za)2m# ~we may pute5e15e2 for simplic-
ity!. These logarithms correspond to the ultraviolet diver-
gence of NRQED and are generated by the contributions of
two infrared photons (v1,e,v2,e). The divergences ine
necessarily cancel at the end of the calculation due to con-
tributions proportional to ln(m/e)ln@e/(Za)2m# which are gen-
erated by intermediate integration regions (v1.e,v2,e),
and by terms proportional to ln2(m/e) originating from high-
energy virtual photons (v1.e,v2.e). The latter terms cor-
respond to the infrared divergent terms proportional to
ln2(l/m) of the electron form factors. For a discussion of the
related cancellations in the context of thee method, we refer
to Ref. @12# and the Appendix of Ref.@9#. For the double
logarithms, the dependence one cancels between the low-
energy, the intermediate, and the high-energy regions accord-
ing to ln2@e/(Za)2m#12 ln(m/e)ln@e/(Za)2m#1ln2(m/e)
5ln@(Za)22#.

There are nine terms in curly brackets on the right-hand
side of Eq.~31! which we would like to denote byT1–T9.
These fall quite naturally into six groups, giving rise to six
double logarithmsL1–L6 according to the following corre-
spondence:

~1! T1→L1,
~2! T21T3→L2,
~3! T4→L3,
~4! T51T6→L4,
~5! T7→L5,
~6! T81T9→L6.
After an integration in the logarithmic regionv1

P@(Za)2m,e1# andv2P@(Za)2m,e2#, the logarithmic con-

tributions can be expressed by matrix elements, evaluated on
the reference state, according to the following formulas
~again, we put for simplicitye5e15e2):

L15S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2G4^pi~H2E!pip2&

9m4
, ~32a!

L25S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2G
3

2^pipj~H2E!pj pi&24^pi~H2E!pip2&

9m4
,

~32b!

L35S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2G2^p2~H2E!p2&

9m4
, ~32c!

L 4}^pi~H2E!pi&50, ~32d!

L55S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2G4^pi~H2E!2pi&

9m3
, ~32e!

L65S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2G24^pi~H2E!2pi&

9m3
. ~32f!

All of these matrix elements are finite when evaluated onP
states and on states with higher angular momenta. In deriv-
ing these results, use is made of the integralsI 1–I 3 listed in
Appendix B. In particular,I 1 is used in derivingL1 ,I 2 is
used in derivingL2, and L6 can be derived usingI 3. The
double logarithmL3 corresponds to Eq.~28!. Summing all
contributionsL1–L6, we obtain

L5(
i 51

6

Li5S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2G2^pipj~H2E!pj pi&2^p2~H2E!p2&

9m4
5S a

p D 2

ln2F e

~Za!2G2p^Dd (3)~r!&

9m4
, ~33!
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in agreement with formulas~17! and~18!. Here, use is made
of the equality

^pipj~H2E!pj pi&5p~Za!^Dd (3)~r!&1
1

2
^p2~H2E!p2&,

~34!

which is valid for P states and states with higher angular
momenta and can be derived using the commutator relation
~27!. We thereby confirm that the additional double loga-
rithm L3 generated by the loop-after-loop diagram Fig. 1~c!
is canceled by an additional contribution fromL2 according
to Eqs.~32b! and ~34!.

As a byproduct of the current investigation, we obtain the
rigorous result thatB62 vanishes for states with higher angu-
lar momental>2. This is because the expectation value of
the effective potential~17!, when evaluated on hydrogenic
D,F,G, . . . states, vanishes: states with higher angular mo-
menta behave asr l for small r, where l is the angular mo-
mentum. We thereby confirm a statement made in Ref.@6#
@following Eq. ~5!# where it was pointed out that a formula
analogous to Eq.~18! holds for all states withlÞ1 @see the
text following Eq.~5!#.

VI. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The results of the current investigation can be summa-
rized as follows: In Sec. II, we attempt to clarify the deriva-
tion and physical origin of effective potentials@6# used for
the approximate description of self-energy corrections in
leading logarithmic accuracy, and to provide a more detailed
derivation of known double-logarithmic corrections to the
Lamb shift. In Sec. III, restricting the discussion toP states
and states with higher angular momenta, we rederive, within
the effective-potential approach, known results@6# for the
leading spin-independent double logarithm forP states as
given by theB62 coefficient @see Eq.~24!#. In Sec. IV, we
show that nonvanishing double logarithms have to be ex-
pected from the loop-after-loop diagram if this nongauge-
invariant term is treated separately~e.g., within a numerical
evaluation!. By contrast, within the effective-potential ap-
proach, the double logarithm for this diagramvanishes~see
the entry in column 2, row 4 of Table 1 of Ref.@6#!. In Sec.
V, we show that a rigorous derivation ofB62 based on the
entire gauge-invariant set of diagrams in Fig. 1 confirms the
result~24! for the total value ofB62. In particular, the addi-
tional double logarithm originating from the loop-after-loop
diagram cancels when the contributions of all diagrams are
added, andB62 vanishes for all states with angular momenta
l .1.

A reliable understanding of the problematic two-loop cor-
rections is important for the determination of fundamental
constants from precision spectroscopy@25#. We would also
like to stress that analytic calculations, even in the low-Z
region, could be supplemented by accurate numerical evalu-
ations in the near future. Recently, a complete evaluation of
the two-loop self-energy effect for high-Z has been reported
@26#. A comparison of the numerical to the analytic results
represents a crucial test for both methods@27#. In order to

provide for a reliable comparison of numerical vs analytic
results, it is helpful to thoroughly analyze and understand the
logarithmic terms from each one of the diagrams in Fig. 1.
As outlined in Sec. V of Ref.@9#, the most accurate theoret-
ical predictions for the energy levels can be obtained using a
combination of analytic and numerical results.
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTIC EVALUATION
OF A MATRIX ELEMENT

In this appendix, we discuss the derivation of the expres-
sion ~19!,

D@ ufn,l 51,m~r!u2#ur 50

for hydrogenicP states. In Eq.~18!, the Laplacian operator
acts on nonrelativistic, Schro¨dinger wave functions, which
are given by

fn,l 51,m~r!5Rn1~r !Y1m~u,f!, ~A1!

where Rn1(r ) is the radial component,Y1m(u,f) is the
spherical harmonics with the polar coordinatesr ,u, and f
and with quantum numbers (n,l 51,m). Since the quantum
numberl 51 than the magnetic quantum number can bem
50 andm51,21. For the sake of simplicity we consider
the m50 case,

Y1m50~u,f!5S 3

4p D 1/2

cosu. ~A2!

The Laplacian in Eq.~18! can be written in polar coordinates
as

D[D r1Du,f[S 1

r 2

]

]r
r 2

]

]r D 1
1

r 2 F 1

sinu

]

]u S sinu
]

]u D
1

1

sin2u

]2

]f2G , ~A3!

where D r corresponds to the radial component andDu,f
stands for the angular-dependent part of the Laplacian opera-
tor. One easily obtains

D@ ufn,l 51,m50~r!u2#5D rRn1
2 3

4p
cos2u1Rn1

2 3

4p

3
2

r 2
~123 cos2u!. ~A4!

The final result~19! should be independent of the angleu,
i.e., independent of the spatial direction in which the origin is
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approached, and independent of the magnetic quantum
number. Therefore, we may postulate that theu-dependent
terms in Eq.~A4! mutually cancel. Alternatively, we observe
that since Eq.~19! should be independent of the angleu, so
that so that we may setu5p/2. Reading off the
u-independent part of Eq.~A4!, the following result can be
obtained:

D@ ufn,1,0~r!u2#U
r→0

5
3

4p S 2

r 2
Rn1

2 DU
r→0

. ~A5!

The radial component of the Schro¨dinger wave function for
hydrogenlikeP states (Rn1) is defined by the associated La-
guerre polynomials (Ln11

3 ) which read

Rn1~r !52S ~n22!!

~n11!! 3~2n!
D 1/2S 2

naB
D 5/2

r expS 2r

naB
DLn11

3 S 2r

naB
D ,

Ln11
3 ~r!5

]3

]r3 (
j 50

n11

~21! j S n11
j D ~n11!!

j !
r j , ~A6!

where the Bohr radius isaB51/(Zam). Using this relation, it is straightforward to obtain

D@ ufn,1,0~r!u2#ur→05
2

3p
@~Za!5m5#

n221

n5
, ~A7!

which is equivalent to Eq.~19!.

APPENDIX B: DOUBLE-LOGARITHMIC INTEGRALS

In this appendix, we provide the results for certain integrals that may be used in order to extract the double-logarithmic
contributions of order (Za)6ln2@e/(Za)2# from the NRQED two-loop self-energy~31!. We have two photon energiesv1 andv2
and denote arbitrary matrix elements of the various occurrences of the operatorH2E, scaled by (Za)2, by the symbols
A1 ,A2, andA3, respectively. The symbol; in this appendix is meant to indicate that only the double-logarithmic terms of
order (Za)6 are selected. We have

I 15E
0

e1
dv1v1E

0

e2
dv2v2

~Za!2

v11A1~Za!2

1

v11v21A2~Za!2

~Za!2

v21A3~Za!2
;2

1

2
~Za!6ln

e1

~Za!2
ln

e2

~Za!2
~A11A3!,

~B1!

I 25E
0

e1
dv1v1E

0

e2
dv2v2

~Za!2

v11A1~Za!2

1

v11v21A2~Za!2

~Za!2

v21A3~Za!2
;

1

2
~Za!6ln

e1

~Za!2
ln

e2

~Za!2
~A11A32A2!,

~B2!

I 35E
0

e1
dv1v1E

0

e2
dv2v2

1

v11v2

~Za!2

v21A~Za!2
;2

1

2
~Za!6ln

e1

~Za!2
ln

e2

~Za!2
A2. ~B3!
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